Faculty to discuss CEP plan tomorrow

By Tony Zamparuti

The CEP plan is due tomorrow at 3 p.m. to the Committee on Educational Policy (CEP) recommendations for the freshman year, including a formalized system for hidden grades at the end of the freshman year, in the Student Committee on Educational Policy (CEP) proposal. The report was raised by SCC in its role in addressing Wednesday's meeting. "As far as I know, in just my day-to-day activities ... I'm not aware of much discussion," among faculty members of the proposal, Physics Professor Margaret MacVicar '85 said.

"My experience with speaking to professors and department heads in the school of engineering, Ocean Engineering Professor John Vandiver '69 said, "are in general ... quite critical of pass/fail."

"Even though the CEP plan is enacting on pass/fail, it is probably defending it." Vandiver said, "because a lot of professors want to do away with [pass/fail]."

Both MacVicar and Vandiver are members of the CEP.

"The last time there was a serious proposal to alter pass/fail there was a good deal of student discussion and faculty interaction with students about the proposal," noted Louis Menand '92, Assistant to the Provost. "I have not heard any discussion from the faculty on the proposal at all."

Mathematics Professor Arthur Mattuck said he had informally discussed the CEP plan with other faculty members. "The people I've spoken to support it and I suppose they go and vote for it."

Slaughter addresses blacks

By Will Deborah

The Today's Animal MIT Black Students' Conference on Science and Engineering surveyed the founding of prominent blacks from a variety of fields in science and engineering, Friday and Saturday.

Participants in the conference included students, staff, alumni and prominent black leaders, such as Dr. John B. Slaughter, Director of the National Science Foundation.

Slaughter, the first black director of the National Science Foundation, was the conference's keynote speaker. He addressed two major themes: tapping underutilized human resources and combating serious education problems in science and technology.

Stressing that "minorities are a part of the pool of human resources that have not seen the opportunities that are available to them," Slaughter seemed optimistic for the future. "For well-educated women and minorities, job prospects are continuing to improve."

Minorities accounted for only four percent of the entire work force, six percent of the bachelor's degrees, four percent of the graduate degrees and less than two percent of the professors in science and engineering, Slaughter said.

In 1978, women occupied less than 10 percent of the jobs available, Slaughter said. "The higher the education level, the higher the dropout rate," he lamented. Dr. Slaughter advised students at the dinner to continue their education beyond a bachelor's degree because "we're going to need all the minority graduates we can get to fill those places.

Slaughter concluded his remarks by affirming, "Yes, there is a place for the black experience in science and technology."

John B. Turner, Associate Dean of the Graduate School, pointed out that 14 years ago a black undergraduate could "walk for miles before finding a person of color" on the MIT campus. He was quick to add, however, "We've come a long way since 1967."

The attendants fled east on Memorial Drive, he said. He and two other KS members brought Ferrell into the house.

Moll said Ferrell had a severe hand wound and had been stabbed in the side. Another KS member called the Campus Police while Moll attempted to direct first aid to Ferrell.

None of the equipment was taken. Neither he nor other witnesses would be able to identify the suspects, Moll said.

An ambulance took Ferrell to Massachusetts General Hospital, where he was put under respiratory intensive care, Glavin said.

More than 100 rooms in the dormitory system are overcrowded. For details see page 9.

"The last time there was a serious proposal to alter pass/fail there was a good deal of student discussion and faculty interaction with students about the proposal," noted Louis Menand '92, Assistant to the Provost. "I have not heard any discussion from the faculty on the proposal at all."

"We've come a long way since 1967."
MIT hosts conference
(Continued from page 1)
black physician and a black psychi-
trist.
Dr. Ray Hammond, a doctoral student in medical ethics at Har-
vard University, speaking at the Saturday luncheon, explained that the gains of blacks in institu-
tions like MIT were a result of what he called "a tidal wave that opened up the doors of educa-
tional opportunity."
Hammond traced the develop-
ment of this tidal wave through the black American struggle for change to the present day. Pre-
sent-day sexism and racism are "hurdles that we can leap rather than mountains we cannot scale," he said.
Hammond urged the black community to be aware and make sure others are aware of successes and failures in opening educational and corporate insti-
tutions to minorities and encour-
aged black students to become "actors, not merely puppets, in the institutional environment."
The conference opened Friday in the Sala de Puerto Rico with a cancer showcase providing black MIT students a chance to speak with personnel representatives from two dozen corporations.
On Saturday, there was a ple-
nary session, a luncheon and a workshop session. To round out the program, Roberta Flack ap-
peared in concert at Kresge Auditorium.
The Black Alumni of MIT, a
nationale organization char-
tered in 1979, participated in the weekend conference, which in-
cluded a reception for black alumni and the group's third an-
nual meeting.
Dean Mary A. Hope, at a loss
for words, received a standing ovation recognizing 10 years of effort organizing the conferences.

Announcements
Seniors who wish to apply for graduate work in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science during 1983 are urged to apply by November 1, 1982. Applications can be found in rooms 38-444 and 3-
103.

Freshman Evaluation Forms should be given to instructors by Friday, October 22. The Instruc-
tor-turns-in deadline is Wednes-
day, October 27.

Julio's Pizza
101 Magazine St.
Cambridge
tel. 491-4124

Tues - Sat
10:30 - 9:00pm

Special - fresh salami sub
exclusively at Julio's
$3.75/50¢ off with this ad

Headquarters
* BOOTS
* PARKAS
* PEACOATS

CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS
433 Mass Ave.
Central Square
Cambridge

Do you have trouble studying? finding enough time to do your homework? taking exams?
The USAO might be able to help:
HOW TO STUDY AT MIT
—a series of seminars led by graduate and upperclass students to discuss techniques for
—managing your time
—taking notes
—solving problems
—preparing for exams
—writing papers

Two series will be offered:
I Tuesday and Thursday, October 19 & 21
7-9 pm Room 10-280

II Monday and Wednesday, October 25 & 27
7-9 pm Room 10-280

( sponsored by the Undergraduate Academic Support Office.
Room 7-103. Inquiries encouraged.)

THE HONEYWELL FUTURIST AWARDS COMPETITION

GRAB 2000 BUCKS IF YOU CAN ACE THIS EXAM!

Twenty years ago, who'd have thought you could carry a roomful of computers in your pocket? Make music with numbers? Or push pictures through a
glass thread?
Yet today, it's just as difficult to predict what another 20 years will bring. So we're leaving it up to some pretty well qualified individuals.
People like you.
We invite you to participate in the Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition. Predict the
most significant technological developments in the year 2000 and how they'll affect our environment, economy and social structure. A panel of expert judges will select the
five winners, and Honeywell will give each of those talented students $2000!
And there's a bonus! Those winners with a declared major in electrical engineering, computer
engineering, mechanical engineering or computer science will be offered Honeywell Summer Internships—
with salary grants!

HOW TO ENTER
Mail us the completed request form for your Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition Blue Book and entry

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
Print your name and address and mail to Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition, P.O. Box 9017, St. Paul, Minnesota 55107.

Yes, I am interested in participating in the Competition. Please send me an Official Futurist Blue Book.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

Honeywell
Making a world of difference.

instructions. Predict the changes that will
occur by the year 2000 in Computers,
Energy, Aerospace, Marine Systems,
Biomedical Technology, and Electronic Communication;
and how these changes will reshape the
World.
The ten winners will be notified by mail, and
invited to the Honeywell Futurist Awards Dinner with the
Futurist Panel of Judges, February 15, 1983 in
Minneapolis.

ELIGIBILITY
1. You must be currently enrolled at an accredited U.S. college or university as a full time undergraduate or graduate student. (Full time faculty members and Honeywell employees and their immediate families are not eligible.)
2. Send in the coupon or write to: Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition, P.O. Box 9017, St. Paul, Minnesota 55107 for your official Futurist Blue Book, competition rules and information.
**Nation**

Social Security fund needs to borrow money — Social Security officials expect to borrow $1 to $2 billion in 1983 to help cover the system's disability benefits or health insurance funds. Congress last year granted the system the ability to borrow between the funds. The old-age pension fund will have an $11.9 billion obligation in November. Monthly benefits have exceeded revenues for some time; the fund's cash reserves are now less than a month's expenditure.

Local

Fire sends mass: hundreds flee church — A fire interrupted mass Sunday morning at Our Lady of Assumptions Church in Chelsea, forcing 200 people to quickly leave the church. Reverend Robert Langlois said he was celebrating mass when the church's fire alarm sounded. A custodian act on the alarm when he noticed smoke in the school building attached to the church. The Reverend did not end the service when the alarm sounded, but he did so soon afterward, when smoke entered the church.

**Weather**

Winter isn't here yet: today we have a high of about 65 degrees, with mostly sunny skies. Tomorrow will be even better, with a high around 70 degrees.

MIT allows food trucks on campus

By Buzz Mascheri

MIT has granted four food vendors — last year a familiar sight on Massachusetts Avenue — a new permanent location in the parking lot between buildings 5 and 8.

The Institute is allowing Fetal King, Blue Goose Pizza, and the fish & chips truck to sell food on MIT property, according to H. Eugene Brammer, Director of Housing and Food Services. The Institute is also allowing a second fateful seller to operate in an MIT parking lot at the corner of Amherst and Hayward streets, across from 100 Memorial Drive, Brammer said.

The four vendors can operate on MIT property between 11am and 4pm, Brammer noted.

Both Joe & Mike's Pizza Oven and Andy's pushcart are already allowed to sell food on MIT property.

MIT does not charge the four vendors for using MIT property, but requires they have liability insurance and pay state meals' tax and the Cambridge Board of Health vendor's fee.

"Last May, the Institute asked Cambridge Police to enforce laws requiring street vendors to move every 10 minutes, to move the food trucks away from MIT's 77 Massachusetts Avenue entrance. Most of the vendors continued to sell near the campus."

"We would get as many as two tickets a day on Mass. Ave." said Moses Caz, who operates Fetal King with his brother Amos. "One or more tickets a week was common."

Cat said he and Amos collected over one thousand signatures from customers on a petition to allow them to move on campus. He claimed the petition precipitated MIT's decision to allow the vendors to move on campus.

Fetal King's business is down 40 to 50 percent because of lost sales, he said. The Whittaker College building, Cat said, has been "very happy and secure" at its new site.

Bob and Eddie Ansalote, owners of Blue Goose Pizza, said they "very happy and secure" at their new site.

Although two other fetail trucks have applied for space on campus, Brammer said he does not expect the request will be granted unless one of the current vendors wishes to leave. Vendors remain in the streets around the Institute, Brammer de-

---

**News Roundup**

**Early Responsibility**

In the age of information technology, a company — whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data communication to voice, video and graphic communication — is making early responsibility a reality for new graduates.

**On Campus Interviews**

November 2nd and 3rd

Electrical, Industrial and Mechanical Engineering, Physics, Material Science and Computer Science Majors

Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

**Bisuteki offers you the next best thing to money from home.**
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**The Company**

Megatest builds the fastest LSI testers in the world. Our systems test more microprocessors, EPROMs and Bubble Memories than anybody else's. They have broken all industry records for reliability. They have altered the way people think about device testing.

We've attained this standing in the industry while remaining a small, friendly, employee-owned company. How? By creating an environment that rewards creativity, effort and results, not politicking, tradition or the latest fad. We're using a modern infrastructure. And by emphasizing neat ideas more than neat desks and neat dress.

**The Job**

We are now designing new test systems which will handle the "super-chips" of the future. These systems will require astoundingly powerful computers and near-perfect analog support circuitry. They will be specified in terms of picoseconds, femtoseconds and attoseconds.

We need people with as much potential as our new systems in the following areas.

- **Computer Scientists** (language processors, interactive development tools)
- **Analog and Digital Engineers** (high-speed ECL gate arrays and hybrids)
- **Marketing Engineers** (combines technical and marketing skills)

**The Potential**

The range of professional opportunities at Megatest is almost unlimited and we've perfected a management style that makes it possible to move freely among them. You follow your instincts and ambitions. If you've got potential you can unleash it at Megatest.

Megatest Corporation, 2900 Patrick Henry Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95050, (408) 988-1708. Contact: Anjie Couch.

---

**Megatest**

**GIVE BLOOD + Nov. 3-12**

**Bisuteki offers you the next best thing to money from home.**
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Act on office space

It seems nobody on the MIT campus knows what to do about insufficient student activity space. The Association of Student Activities (ASA) knows of thirty student groups that want office space. The ASA is responsible for allocating office space for non-academic groups. The current office space in other buildings is less certain. Robert Holden, retired Associate Dean for Student Activities, allocated the old Thurs- day's office in Walker Memorial last summer, but there is no clear authority for assigning student activity space in that or other buildings on campus.

Student activities are a vital part of the Institute community, and many groups need permanent offices to grow and flourish. As it stands, some groups may not need all the space they occupy. Occasionally, space will become available as groups die off, or as did Thursday in 1979. One authority should monitor activities' need for office space and the availability of that space around the campus, reallocate offices of student groups that no longer need them, and also allocate new space if it is needed. That Thursday's office in Walker remained unused for three years, while many groups went without, clearly demonstrates the need to centralize responsibility for student activity office space.

Although Samuel Austin's tenure as ASA President ended with no great record of accomplishment, he at least tried to do something, rather than return to benign obscurity.

ASA to assess office space
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Graduate Students

Interviews for seats on Institute Committees will be held on Monday and Tuesday, October 18 and 19, from 5pm to 7pm in the CSC office, Room 50-222. Current openings exist on the following committees:

- Faculty Committees
- Committee on Discipline
- Committee on Student Affairs
- Presidential Committees
- Committee on the Assessment of Biohazards
- Community Service Fund Board
- Equal Opportunity Committee
- Committee on Foreign Scholarships
- Prelaw Advisory Board
- Committee on Privacy
- Committee on Radiation Protection
- Committee on Safety
- Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility
- Dining Advisory Board
- Corporation Committee
- Corporation Joint Advisory Committee on Institute Wide Affairs

For an application and interview appointment, contact the Graduate Student Council by phoning 253-2195 afternoons, or stop by Room 50-222.

You may know us.

We're the people who provide information and answers for virtually every facet of the world's needs.

We're Computer Sciences Corporation.

If your talents, skills and education encompass the computer software, hardware or communications technologies, you should get to know us better.

CSC is the information corporation. Our computer programmers, engineering computer analysts, mathematicians, scientists, physicists and financial/economic analysts conceptualize, design and implement some of the most sophisticated communications networks on Earth. We design business systems for corporate America.

We program the communications systems for some of the country's largest metropolitan transit lines.

We provide the data processing systems for large industries as well as entire countries.

We're an intricate part of the nation's defense program. And we handle equally awesome challenges in space. As the computing partner for NASA, we programmed and developed the launch of the Space Shuttle and designed its global communications network. We'll also create the software and hardware for man's next telescope in space. We're Computer Sciences Corporation.

We'll be on campus

11/2/82
(see your placement office for details)

The problem solvers. Talk to us.

Computer Sciences Corporation
Corporate Employee Relations
3800 Freeway Drive North
Houston, Texas 77042

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Announcements

Examination schedules are available at the MIT Information Center, room 7-121. Examinations that last four and exam conflicts (two or more examinations in the same period) should be reported to the Schedule Office, room 6-193-338, by Friday, October 22.

500 Memorial Drive began the school year with 20 overcrowded freshman triples but presently has 18, according to room assignments chairman Michael Keane '83.

Thirteen rooms are overcrowded in the New West Campus Houses, which include the Four language houses. French House has one overcrowded freshman triple, according to room assignments chairman Eric Elfegarot '84. Russian House has one overcrowded freshman triple, according to Margaret Magnus G. McCormick Hall has 10 overcrowded freshman triples and 3 overcrowded sophomore doubles, according to Judy Chow '84, room assignments chairman.

Baker House contains 9 overcrowded freshman quads and two vacant rooms, said Eric Shrader '83. Shrader noted that none of the overcrowded freshmen has chosen to "uncrowd." Betsy Hall, MacGregor House, and Random Hall have no overcrowded rooms, according to Hartwell, but MacGregor’s Alex Herron '84 reported one vacancy and Random’s Joseph Kilan ‘83 counted three open rooms in the dormitory.

Jeffrey S. Mek '84, Basley room assignments chairman, refused to comment. Senior House has one open space for a female and two for males, in addition to one overcrowded room, said Senior House room assignments chairman Michael Roby '84.

The total number of 110 overcrowded rooms given by the dormitories’ room assignments chairmen differed from Hartwell’s figure of 107. Hartwell reported three fewer overcrowded rooms in 500 Memorial Drive than did Keane.

Hartwell said the number of overcrowded students has fluctuated greatly in recent years. The dormitories were seriously overcrowded two years ago, but had a large number of vacancies last year.

MIT housing officials plan to overcrowd over 50 to 60 rooms early in the fall semester to compensate for students who leave the dormitory system during the course of the year, according to Hartwell.

E-Systems continues the tradition of the world's great problem solvers.

Recognized with Architectural and Newton as one of the three greatest mathematicians, Karl Gauss also pioneered math in astronomy, gravitation, electricity and magnetism. E-Systems engineers are continuing in his footsteps today. They are pioneering technology and solving some of the world’s toughest problems in electronic transmission and signal reception in an interference and noise background using basic Gaussian concepts.

Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P.—Research and Engineering, E-Systems, Corporate Headquarters, P.O. Box 589000, Dallas, Texas 75386

E-SYSTEMS

An equal opportunity employer M/F/H/V

Our Mecpar Division will be on campus interviewing November 7
"Eye In The Sky," The Alan Parsons Project on Arista Records. 

Alan Parsons, The Steve Miller Band on Capitol Records.

Radio stations have at least two tricks up their sleeves. Playing a greater variety of music each hour. The first is electronic and barely noticeable; the speed of the song is increased without the listener's detection. The second is far simpler for the station — the song is cut to ribbons, much like favorite television programs in slow motion. Asia's "Only Time Will Sift," Chicago's "Hard To Say I'm Sorry," Steve Miller's "Abracadabra," and Alan Parsons' "Eye In The Sky" have all been cut into short segments on most Boston stations. "Eye In The Sky" opens the new Alan Parsons Project LP of the same name. There is a two minute instrumental lead-in to the song, which hits number 4 on Billboard's single chart this week. "Eye" has been the subject of the society's (.cid set off a calm background with a firm steady beat. The track melts itself heard without losing its way through one's mind. The entire album, covering a broad range of musical styles, has a mixture of studio instrumentals and uplifting harmonies. The best qualities of Kansas, Styx and Foreigner have been combined to produce one of the best albums of 1982. Real voices combined with real instruments (no synthesizers) have been mixed to produce one of the best albums of 1982. 

"Eye In The Sky" opens the new Alan Parsons Project LP of the same name. The Alan Parsons Project is available on an extended play single. Future Computer Professionals Tandem After Graduation. "In a big company, like the one where I worked for two summers, there's no way to comprehend what's going on anywhere. Here. I talk to the Sales Representatives and get memos from the president about company goals and performance. There's a lot of contact about what's going on in the rest of the company." When Michael first arrived in "Silicon Valley" and at Tandem, he found his Software Development Group ready for him. "I was surprised at how smoothly things went. When you make a big move, you expect things to go wrong, but they didn't. I had an office, and an exciting project to work on. It's exciting to be able to have a say in what's going to be out on the market soon.

Tandem's unique. Not only in its work environment, but in its product line. Tandem designs, develops, manufactures, markets and supports a unique computer system for the on-line transaction processing marketplace. Called the "NonStop" system, its innovative architecture virtually eliminates the type of system failures and protects the customer's data bases from damage caused by electronic malfunctions. Tandem systems can be expanded modularly from a minimum size to a large-scale system, or extended into a distributed data processing network without hardware replacement or software conversion.

Tandem NonStop Computing Systems
Trick question
What would you do if you saw someone unconfiscated in Central Square? Choices:
1. Scream hysterically
2. Shout "You Annie are you all right?"
3. Faint
4. Examine his jewelry
5. Administer immediate CPR.
Hint: for the right answers about CPR call Alpha Phi Omega 3-3758. They will be running a course this weekend on the 23rd and 25th of October. Classes run from 1:00 to 3:00 pm in room 415 of the Student Center. Please pre-register at x-3758.

For Extra Credit
What month is this?
1. October
2. The first month in fall
3. Museum Goers Month
Hint: your MIT student ID is good for admission to both the Museum of Science and the Museum of Fine Arts.

Dorm Falls Apart
Some serious difficulties have developed at the 50 Memorial Drive residences, aka Next House, aka W71. If you tape anything to the walls all the paint will peel off. Please do not tape anything to the walls in Next House. If you can't control yourself, use the specially designated areas near the elevators.

Don't let this happen to your house
At the last regular meeting, the GA voted that Baker house be forced to house 50 extra freshmen in B344. Really we didn't but we could have. Make sure they didn't send any reps to the meeting, those houses! Make sure your livin group is represented at the next meeting, this Thursday, October 22, 7-8:30pm in 4-106. Positive proof of age required. See you housed president for agendas and minutes.

Bring Wax and Feathers
Come help Scarus to fly. Iraon, a new MIT creative publication, will need contributors and production workers. All types of creative work in writing, art, photography and even humor are welcomed. For more information, call John Isles x-4837.

Secretary Disappears
The class of '84 secretary has been kidnapped by a small band of insurgents from Harvard. We can't afford to pay the ransom so elections to fill the vacancy will be held at the next class council meeting Tuesday, October 26, at 7:30 in the LA office. Interested candidates must contact Ethan Cowan at x-4838 before the meeting.

Designer Genes
Dr. Philip Leder, Chairman, Department of Genetics, Harvard University Medical School, will be giving a lecture on "the design of genes" on October 26 at 7:30 in the Museum of Science. Next week's lecturer will be MIT's Dr. David Baltimore, Professor of Biology, etc. For more information, contact the Museum at 723-2500. This lecture series will continue through November 10.

Savings That Wake You Up

Zenith FM/AM Clock Radio— compact, contemporary-styled clock radio adds a decorator touch to any room. reg. $39.95 Now $29.95

Zenith Long, Low Slim-Styled Clock Radio— uniquely designed for convenience, and sure to be a conversation piece. reg. $49.95 Now $39.95

Zenith Electronic Digital Clock Radio— an outstanding value with the quality features Zenith is famous for. reg. $49.95 Now $39.95

Zenith 12" B & W TV— sleek, sporty, personal-sized portable. reg. $109.95 Now $88

Mary Proctor— full size, collapsible metal board. reg. $17.99 Now $13.49

Magla — table top board, ideally cramped quarters in apartments and dorms. reg. $8.99 Now $6.99

Pads and covers are now available at sale prices too!

Save 14-17% on Hamilton Beach Irons — feature for feature you can't beat Hamilton Beach Model 854 — metal body with spray and steam. reg. $22.99 Now $18.99

Model 757 — deluxe iron with Silverstone for easy-care and gliding. reg. $34.99 Now $29.99 less mfr's mail-in rebate $7.00 net $22.99

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
MIT Student Center

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild proudly presents

COLE PORTER'S
KATE

October 29 & 30 and November 4, 5, & 6 at 8:00pm
Kresge Auditorium, 44 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge
Tickets $5/6 for MIT students
Info and Reservations: 253-6294

Supply-Side Savings

Ecko Home Essentials — darably constructed in delightful colors.
Choose: red, chocolate, yellow, or almond.

3-Step Ladder/Step Stool reg. $27
Now $16.95

Best Pressed Savings
Save 25% and more on Ironing Boards — in a practical array of sizes.
If you want to work in an environment that encourages creativity and promotes your technical and professional growth...

If you would like to join a rapidly growing high technology company where your efforts and contributions are immediately appreciated...

If you would like complete project engineering responsibility to design and develop new ENERGY SAVING PRODUCTS and SYSTEMS from concept to finished product...

Or, if you would like a career in technical sales developing marketing programs and introducing products to the domestic and international markets...

BS/MS ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, PHYSICS, ENGINEERING PHYSICS, and ENGINEERING SCIENCE students in top 1/4 of class are encouraged to contact us.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

BACHELOR'S DEGREES IN ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, PHYSICS, ENGINEERING PHYSICS, and ENGINEERING SCIENCE students in top 1/4 of class are encouraged to contact us.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS OCTOBER 29, 1982

KENS PUB IN CENTRAL SQUARE
684 Mass Ave 864-5640

Look What $250 Will Buy
Pint of Draft & Hamburger
Pint of Draft & Potato Skins
Pint of Draft & Steak Fries
Pint of Draft & Chicken Wings
Glass of Wine & Tossed Salad

Serving until 11:00 PM Sun-Thurs
12 Midnight Fri & Sat
Sunday Brunch Noon-3:45PM

Video Games

Bring This Ad
ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS

GROW WITH NUMBER 1

The Small Business Administration in Washington, D.C. has awarded Acosi the honor of the National Small Business Firm of the Year award for 1982. We are pleased to receive this honor and we invite you to join our staff and grow with us.

- OPPORTUNITIES FOR RAPID ADVANCEMENT
- OPPORTUNITIES FOR FOREIGN TRAVEL
- PROMOTIONS BASED ON MERIT, NOT TIME
- ALL MAJOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE ANALYSTS
- PERFORMANCE BONUSES AND PROFIT SHARING PLAN

Positions are available for individuals with the following experiences:
- Machine Language Software; Real Time Minicomputer Programming; Diagnostic Software; Simulation Modelling, Math Systems Analysis; Graphic Displays, Data Base Management; Software Systems Engineering; Communications Software; Field Service Hardware/Software Maintenance.

In addition, we need people with 2 or more years of experience in: Microprocessor Firmware/Software Development including Specifications, Design, Codes, Test and Integration.

Positions offer excellent salaries and benefits including full tuition payment plan.

Please send resume and cover letter indicating specific experience in areas listed above to: Georgia Dornay.

Acosi
An Equal Opportunity M/F Employer

Meet the Total Communications Solution.

The communications industry is accelerating at a rapid pace. Presenting a diversity of exciting challenges that demand comprehensive solutions.

And M/A-COM—now with over $500 million in annual sales

in the total communications solution.

The M/A-COM Components Group manufactures the broadest line of highly specialized microwave components, fiber optic components to communications networks.

As part of M/A-COM’s 72-company effort, we can offer you a challenging career in a stable company environment. You’ll enjoy leading-edge equipment. High visibility. And the opportunity to play a vital role in a diverse of processes. From start to finish.

Meet the challenges of the fast growing communications industry. Meet M/A-COM. The total communications solution.

Opportunities exist for individuals who are candidates for a BS, MS or PhD in Electrical or Electronic Engineering, or students with semiconductor engineering training.

Contact your Placement Office to arrange an interview, or if unable to attend, please forward your resume and a cover letter describing your career plans to: Manager, College Relations, M/A-COM Building 43, South Avenue, Burlington, MA 01803.

M.I.T.
INTERVIEWS
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 8, 1982

Meet the Total Communications Solution

A Total Opportunity Employee MS

Kearfott ideas guide the future

Our systems guide almost everything that moves...including careers.

Our career technology environment has been producing groundbreaking applications—and fast-moving careers—for over 30 years.

If you’re looking for a fast-track opportunity in aerospace technology, see your Placement Office for our company profile and to sign up for a one-on-one interview. U.S. citizenship required.

An equal opportunity employer, M/F, who creates opportunities.

BSEE, BS/Physics, MS/Systems & Controls

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MONDAY, NOV. 8

Kearfott
a division of The Singer Company

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
MIT Student Center

The Harvard Cooperative Society

Meet Wardrobe Classics...

Arrow Brigade
Dress Shirt—
tapered for a slim, trim fit. Easy-care, button-down, 60% cotton 40% polyester oxford cloth. Choose white, maize, blue or ecru. 14 1/2 to 16 1/2

Now $14.99

The added touch that means so much.

All-Silk Ties
Choose from an arresting array of prints and Repp stripes comp. value $16.50

Now $10.99 2/$21

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY

MIT Student Center
Come talk with company representatives about careers and jobs in science and engineering.
Banquet and Guest Speaker to follow 6pm

Further Info: Contact: Peggy di-7229
Danielle di-8666

Companies Represented

AT&T
The Aerospace Corp.
Alumina Company of America
Atlantic Richfield Co.
Bell Laboratories
Boise Cascade
Dennis E. Caffrey
Digital Equipment Corporation
Exxon
GTE
General Dynamics
General Electric Company
GenRad Inc.
Goodyear Tire
Harris Semiconductors
Hewlett-Packard/Andover Division
Hughes Aircraft
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Kendall Company
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Lockheed
Lincoln Laboratory
Megaest Corporation
Motorola Inc.
New England Electric
Norden Systems
Northrop Corporation
Procter and Gamble
Sanders Associates, Inc.
Schlumberger Well Services
Scientific-Atlanta
Sikorsky Aircraft
TTI (Transaction Technologies, Inc.)
TRW
Tera teenagers
Texas Instruments
Three Rivers Computer
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
United Technologies Corporation
Western Electric Company
Sports

Football beaten in Homecoming

By Martin Dickau

The annual homecoming game turned out to be an event the football club probably would like to forget, as the visiting Bentley Falcons walked over the Engineers 46-0 before a crowd of about 150. The team has now lost two straight games, and its record falls to 2-3.

As in past contests, the Engineers started strong. After stopping the first Bentley drive, MIT took possession of the ball on its own two-yard line. After a few short running plays, quarterback Vin Martielli '85 carried the ball twenty-three yards, deep into Falcon territory. As he was tackled, Martielli lost his grip on the pigskin, but defensive tackle John English '83 was alertly on the loose ball.

Women's soccer begins at MIT

By Arthur Lee

Do you know that there is a women's soccer club at MIT? Well, there certainly is, and it is a new club on campus, playing in its first season.

According to club organizers, widespread interest and enthusiasm originally started the club. Anita Flynn '83, the prime mover behind club organization, talked to me about the origins, the aims, and the hopes of the club.

"I played soccer in high school and in some community teams, and I really would like to play here," she said. "Last spring, I started talking to people about forming a club. We then hung a deep poster in Gym 1, and we also placed an ad with LSC at the beginning of the term." She went on, "During the Athletic Midway, some forty women talked to us and said they were interested. Around thirty five would show up for practice. Now we have some twenty five to thirty steady players for the games."

"The administration, especially Club Sports Director Jack Barry, was always willing to help. They gave us eight soccer balls, and offered transportation. When we asked for uniforms, we got them. Now we are all set."

The club plays varsity and club teams from local colleges. All games are held at home. Although the team has lost all five games so far this season, the players are not disappointed. Anita Flynn '83, a player on the team, said, "Basically, most of us are just beginning and intermediates, and this is only our first season. The important thing is that we are all learning to play as a team, and we have a lot of fun doing it..."

The team practices three afternoons per week, and the coach is Mike Whit '84. When asked about the future of the club, Flynn commented, "We hope to turn the Engineers into a competitive club, and get the club into some organization." The team practices three afternoons per week, and the coach is Mike Whit '84. When asked about the future of the club, Flynn commented, "We hope to turn the Engineers into a competitive club, and get the club into some organization."

The Student Center Committee (SCC) would like to thank the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha (AXA) fraternity for the co-sponsorship of the Atlantics/Lines party in DuPont.

NEW & USED HIFI. BEST PRICES.

Janis Quaid Apt/Holman Nad
Acoustat Nakamichi Hapfer Dynaco
Grace, Dvinaco, Rega, McIntish
Buy Sell Trade Consion Rent

Q AUDIO. 95 Vassar St. Cambridge, MA 02138

Monday-Saturday 10-6 Mastercharge & Visa Welcome

TEK CAREERS

From Chi-Chi's own recipe comes a Margarita that you've never tasted. Served in a salt-rimmed goblet, it makes your every meal a south-of-the-border fiesta! And, it comes to you at $1.00 off of our regular price of $2.95. Enjoy your meal, and get the club into some organization! Fast, fun appetizers: Free appetizers: Don't forget late night happy hour with free appetizers: Come, but be prepared not to waste away!..."